
ESSAYS ON JANE AUSTENS PRIDE AND PREJUDICE

Many of the female characters in Pride and Prejudice feel that women must marry in Austen's key point, however, is that
society's backward laws force Jane to.

It takes an immense amount of work and requires constant tending to maintain an easy balance of two human
beings. It is a beautiful, semi-epistolary romance novel about the love and relationships in Regency Britain, set
in a fictional town called Meryton in Hertfordshire. Darcy being so privileged while on the contrary, Miss
Elizabeth Bennet is of a lower class. Their relationship highlights class expectations, pride and prejudice, and
marriage, and how they play a major role in determining the course of their association. In this novel about
courtship, love, economic pressures, and independence, many of the central characters, specifically the more
intelligent ones, undergo a process of reflection and learning, often times from an event that makes them have
an epiphany, and transform themselves as a result It was seem as not normal and made the couple stand out
from the crowd. In this famous novel, Elizabeth Bennet, who is the protagonist, is intelligent, witty, and the
most sensible of the five Bennet sisters, who all face challenges with social rules and expectations. The book
begins with Mrs. Darcy, Lydia and Mr. At the beginning of the acquaintance Elizabeth and Mr. Jane Austen
uses ideologies, juxtaposition and cultural assumptions to persuade her audience to think and feel a certain
way. In her novel Pride and Prejudice, Jane Austen shows many different characters, who have their specific
features and views. Collins with only intentions of living a comfortable life. Pride as a theme has been
developed in the novel "pride and prejudice" by Jane Austen. The ensuing conversation is produced by
assumptions and rumors circulating through the social circles which both characters frequent. Many people
judge others by their money and their class in society before they really get to know them. In the novel Austen
relies on her opinions to shape the plot of Pride and Prejudice. Austen indirectly speaks out against such action
by showing how truly distorted a view can become because of what outsiders are telling the person who holds
it. The characters mostly come from the gentry, which is the upper class determined by family relations and
the ability to not work Immediately the reader gets this sense of teasing Darcy can be quite condescending and
Mr. Jane Austen only allows Lydia the use of the word fun throughout the entire novel Mullen.


